In the small-cold-beam limit, the beam-plasma instability is identical to the interaction in a traveling wave tube. We built a traveling wave tube to investigate the late-time development ear processes" " involving the background plasma, which occur for strong beams, typically n, / n~~1 %. In addition, laboratory plasmas suffer from density gradients, which may affect the evolution of the instability, and low-frequency potential fluctuations, which can confuse the measurements.
In the small-cold-beam limit, the beam-plasma instability is identical to the interaction in a traveling wave tube. We built a traveling wave tube to investigate the late-time development of this instability. We observe five trapped-particle oscillations following the saturation of a single launched wave. These oscillations can be destroyed either by increasing the wave damping or by modulating the main wave with unstable test waves.
The predictions of the single-wave trapping model ' ' We have established that the trapping oscillations can persist for many bounces. We can now look for processes which destroy them. One method is to increase the dissipation in the slowwave structure. We do this, without changing the wavelength, by adding resistive strips near the helix over the entire length of the tube. An illustrative example of the effect of dissipation on the instability is shown-in Fig. 2 '. Prior to the first bounce, the additional damping does not significantly alter the spatial evolution of the wave. However, after the second maximum the wave power falls dramatically and fails to regrow to the previous large level. Near 
